The ticket shop has opened – secure your tickets until March 7 to the early bird discount
Press release, Stuttgart, January 23, 2019

From now on festival passes, accreditations, daily and evening tickets of the 26th Stuttgart Festival of Animated Film are available for visitors and professionals. The early bird discount runs until March 7, 2019.

Established in 1982, ITFS has evolved into a festival that stands out among the world’s events for animated film. It presents the full and up-to-date spectrum of animated filmmaking and its intersections with visual effects, architecture, art, design, music, and games. The ITFS offers a platform for directors, production companies and distributors to showcase their films and transmedia projects to an interested, broad audience and a large number of industry representatives. With the unique combination of the Festival of Animated Film, the Animation Production Days, and the distinguished industry conference FMX – Conference on Animation, Effects, Games and Immersive Media, the event has evolved into an important platform for the financing and development of animation projects.

Fans of the festival have the opportunity to flexibly choose between the festival pass (season ticket) or single, daily and evening tickets. The big advantage of the festival pass: it enables entrance to all events (including opening and award ceremony) of the 26th Stuttgart Festival of Animated Film. Until March 7 festival passes are available for 65 € (instead of 80 €) for those who are fast enough. They can look forward to:

- Stars and red carpet: renowned animator and artists will be there
- Behind the Scenes: World’s leading animation studios present their projects.
- The GameZone presents current trends in computer game culture and future-oriented university projects. It shows the interface between games and animation with the latest developments of Virtual and Augmented Reality and invites visitors to play and participate!
- Special programme „science, games & animation”

Here you can order the festival pass and find more information: www.itfs.de/en/tickets
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